Makuhari Baytown “CORE”

A.View from Promenade

B. Courtyard view from adjacent park

Makuhari Baytown CORE (hereinafter referred to as the Core),
a community facility in Makuhari Baytown, consists of three
facilities, municipal community center with a concert hall called
Core-Hall, library annex and children room (after school
childcare).

■ To create a sense of community
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■ To give a characteristic ﬁgure
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We made the building facade open to the main street so that indoor activities can be seen from the street. The distinctive trapezoid shape,
for right, contains “Core-Hall”, residents desires were embodied in.

Along the promenade, a main street, rows of 6-story
condominiums give us a sense of unity. While paying
consideration to this harmonized street scape, we tried to
create a characteristic ﬁgure as a public facility.
First, we set back the building to make a pocket plaza,
fronted by the entrance lounge with transparent glass curtain
wall and Core-Hall with a characteristic trapezoid shape.
Transparency shows this building is open to public and the
outstanding trapezoid form of Core-Hall corresponds to the
fact Core-Hall is regarded as the symbol of this town.
The outer wall of the Core-Hall is 8 degrees inclined inward
not to oppress the pedestrian. The triangle pyramid of exposed
concrete which penetrates the inclined wall symbolizes that
inside the wall is the concert hall ﬁlled with audience.

■ To integrate with the adjacent park

Makuhari Baytown is constituted of block housings with
patios. We made the same type building by designing together
with the adjacent park. Consequently patios, courtyard, was
surrounded with building wall and green planting wall.

All facing the courtyard, patio, three parts of the Core are
open to the courtyard so that we can see each other through
the space of patio. For example, browsing in the pages of the
favorite book in the library on the ﬁrst ﬂoor, a browser views
the people enjoy cooking in the community center on the
ground ﬂoor. Through reciprocal view and mutual recognition,
we hope to create a sense of community.
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■ To design with end-users
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Open space is continuous to the courtyard from the park. You can pass through to the next block.
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Community participation scheme was taken. As most of all
residents love Baytown and have been waiting for the new
public facility so long, there are many who want to participate
in the design process of the Core. Volunteers established “
Baytown-Core work shop”.
Voice of the end user helped us to create a new type of
municipal facility. If there were not “Baytown-Core work shop”,
the Core would have been a stereotyped one. From the
opening ceremony until now, they have been enjoying the
Core continuously. It can be well understood simply by looking
at the website run by the residents.
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Patio is surrounded with building wall and green planting wall.

North elevation

C. Night view from Promenade

Yellow wall of concrete through the glass curtain wall is creating a line of sight to the depth direction. In that direction on, even
circular wall of the library can be seen over the courtyard.

E. Library from the courtyard

Bridge that connects the community center building (right hand) and the elevator hall (left hand).
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Secondhand book fair was held in the plaza on Baytown Festival days.
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D. Small Plaza on the front

■ To Provide a platform for communication
Core lounge, kitchen counter is placed, is the living room
of the town where people gather freely. Wooden stage,
expanding from the courtyard to front plaza through the
lounge can be used multi purposely, for example as outdoor
stage, workshop and dining deck. The Core has various free
spaces, both inside and outside. We expect that mutual
communication and communal activities would take place
here.
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Lounge window in combination with large sliding door and curtain
wall. Transom parts are hidden behind the small suspended beam.
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G. Core lounge from the courtyard, wooden deck expanding to the Promenade
Taking out tables and chairs in the courtyard, people are enjoying wine and beer party.
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Concert in Core-Hall

Unlike the standardized halls of a municipal community center, Core-hall became peculiar to this community through the citizen
participated design process. Itʼs a concert hall of a ﬂat ﬂoor type, seating 200.

■ To design Core-Hall as a concert hall
Following a voice of resident that “Even though a tiny
one, Core-Hall must be a sy mbol of our town. That cannot
be found in any of other place but here”, we elaborated a
concert hall with the highest level.
In the hexagonal chamber, with air volume of 10㎥/seat
and inclined acoustic wall of wood surface we can enjoy
authentic natural stereoscopic sound. A reverberation time
period can be shorten by drawing curtain to create a clear
audio listening- friendly sound environment.
Adjacent seminar room and Japanese-style room of
community center are often used as a waiting room and
dressing room of Core-Hall. Having participated in the
design process, residents or users know how to use the
rooms eﬃciently.
◀ Piano (full concert grand) was donated by voluntary
inhabitants. High quality concerts have been followed by
another.

The Hall with elevated stage
Architectural summary
Site
Client
Use
Designer

Chiba City, Mihama-word, 2-13
Chiba Prefecture Planning Agency
Community center, Library annex, Children room
(Arc) TAKATANI/Sekkei-keikaku
(Str) Ren structural design oﬃce
(Engineering) Sogo Setsubi Sekkei
(Acoustic consultant) Nagata Acoustics
Zoning
Residential district
Structure
Reinforced concrete structure
Foundation Precast Concrete pile

Area

Building area : 1,733.22㎡
Total ﬂoor area : 2,080.80㎡
1F area : 1,308.27㎡ , 2F area : 772.53㎡
Dimension
Maximum height : 14.920ｍ , Story height : 4.000ｍ
Finishing material
Rooﬁng : Stainless steel plate 0.4t coated with ﬂuorosis
Wall
: Exposed concrete
Window: Aluminum curtain wall, Aluminum window
Elevator : 13 passengers

Library

Library has a slope ceiling of a quarter circle shape. Lighting ﬁxtures are installed by using inexpensive raceways.

